The MC-PK Series Light Capacity Monopole Platforms feature a ring mount for monopoles ranging from 12” to 50” along with a work platform for installers. Offerings include 8ft, 10ft, 12ft, and 14ft face widths. This Monopole Platform Series does not include handrail or support kicker.

- Designed for 12” to 50” Monopoles
- Available as Base Kit or Full Kit with Antenna Pipes
- 3 Sector Solutions

Product Classification

Product Type
Monopole platform kit

Ordering Tree

Part number nomenclature
Monopole platforms

MC = Monopole Platform
Platform Series
PK = Light Duty (Platform Only)
CP = Medium Duty (Hand Rail)
HP = Heavy Duty (Hand Rail = Kicker)
PM = All Extra Heavy Duty (Single Contact Point, Hand Rail Included, No Kicker and SF)

Face Pipe Width
- 8 feet
- 10 feet
- 12 feet
- 14 feet

Antenna Pipe Length
- 96 inches
- 126 inches

Ring Mount Range
- 10” to 30” OD
- 15” to 50” OD
- 30” to 60” OD

Number of Antenna Pipes
- B = No Antenna Pipes (no)
- D = 9 Antenna Pipes
- L = 12 Antenna Pipes

Mechanical Specifications

Wind Rating Test Method
TIA/EIA-222